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Courthouse Metro Station Area



Courthouse Square Study Area



Courthouse Square
Charge of the Working Group & Staff
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1. Circulation

2. Open Space

3. Buildings

4. Cultural Resources

5. Sustainability



Courthouse Square – Concept Plan ‘Big Ideas’
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1. 21st Century Civic Square
The future Courthouse Square will be a network of interconnected open spaces that can support a wide variety of 
existing and future events. The Square will be the heart of Arlington and serve as a primary gathering space and activity 
center for the community. A new parking garage below the new Square will accommodate parking needs for existing 
and future uses in Courthouse Square and the current surface parking lot will be replaced with community-serving 
open space.

2. Central Metro Access
Multi-modal transit accessibility is a major theme for the concept plan.  A new, centrally-located Metro access point will 
provide a welcoming entrance and serve as a highly visible landmark for residents, workers and visitors.
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3. Shared Streets
The Square will be surrounded by diverse, walkable streetscapes that are the fundamental elements of lively 
placemaking.  Shared streets within Courthouse Square will help connect open spaces to the buildings and pedestrian 
activities in the area. 15th Street North and 14th Street North are envisioned as shared streets that are uniquely 
designed to accommodate vehicles and transit, while providing priority to pedestrians and promoting safety.

4. Courthouse Square Promenade
The extension of a key pedestrian connection between Wilson Boulevard and 14th Street North will create a vibrant 
promenade and connect the Square both physically and visually to activities on Wilson and Clarendon Boulevards, 
Metro, quality open spaces, County facilities, local businesses and surrounding neighborhoods. The promenade, which 
will be predominantly hardscape and tree-lined, will serve as an extension of the open spaces and is an ideal location 
for strolling, browsing farmers’ market stalls and participating in community events.
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5. Symbolic Civic Building - South Square
The South Square is in a prominent location that will both visually and physically define the south edge of Courthouse 
Square and contribute to overall placemaking through both architectural design and the introduction of County, civic, 
cultural and/or market uses. The potential for a future prominent County government facility in this location could 
serve as a focal point, either as a facility that is solely devoted to highly-accessible community functions or integrated 
with other compatible civic and cultural activities.

6. Verizon Plaza Redevelopment
The existing Verizon Plaza has seen little use in the last several years due to its design, shadows and location. This plan 
realizes the plaza site as a new development that will contribute to and further the goals of Courthouse Square and 
help activate 14th Street North and the Square with potential cultural, residential or office uses.
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7. County Administration Building
A key charge for the Study was to examine the future location and building massing for a County administration building. 
The location of the County administration building adjacent to the promenade and 14th Street North, and on axis with 
the Judicial Center, provides a prominent location with entrances located on the Square. This building will support the 
symbolic civic building located on the South Square.

8. Enhanced Pedestrian Connection at North Veitch Street and 14th Street North
An improved connection to Courthouse Plaza from the south will ease and enrich the pedestrian experience in an area 
with topographical challenges. This connection will be accessible to all and include elevator access, stairs and/or 
escalators. The arrival point will connect with the Veitch Street terrace, a proposed element in the open space network.
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9. Cultural and Civic Facilities
Cultural and civic facilities have the ability enliven and enrich the Courthouse Square experience and create a destination. 
A number of locations within Courthouse Square could accommodate cultural uses ranging from a museum to a 
performing arts venue.

10. Sustainability
Sustainable elements are critical to Courthouse Square and the future 21st century civic square. Creative and responsible 
sustainability solutions are embraced in every aspect of design and planning for the area and serve as a model for 
development throughout Arlington.



Sustainability Elements
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Circulation
Pedestrian Connections, bicycle friendly, transit friendly

Open Space
More trees, green and stormwater management

Buildings
LEED, energy standards, green roofs

Cultural Resources
Enhanced farmers’ market, preserved memorial trees

Sustainability
Energy, Stormwater Management



Context: Community Energy Plan

“To become a sustainable community, 
Arlington must rethink the way it uses, 
generates, and distributes energy.”

Three Benefit Areas:
Economic Competitiveness*
Environmental Commitment*
Energy Security*

Six Target Areas:
Buildings*
District Energy*
Renewable Energy*
Transportation
County Government Activities*
Education and Human Behavior

*these areas are directly addressed in the IEMP



Assess
• Collect baseline data
• Benchmark energy 

performance
• Conduct walkthrough 

assessments
• Integrate with 

Planning and Urban 
Design Study

Integrated Energy Master Plan Process

Analyze
• Create energy 

models for proposed 
buildings

• Identify energy 
conservation 
measures

• Evaluate renewables 
options

• Determine planning 
filters (priorities)

• Analyze district 
energy scenarios

• Measure and weigh 
benefits

Recommend
• Identify approaches 

with the greatest 
benefits

• Identify potential 
partnership 
opportunities and 
feasibility studies



IEMP: Assess

A site evaluation facilitated the 
means to survey existing conditions 
in an effort to be consistent with the 
accuracy energy requirements in the 
IEMP study area.

Several building indices were used to 
benchmark current operations for the 
public buildings in the Courthouse 
Square.

Courts/Police
Court Square West

Court Square East

Benchmarking vs DC office buildings



IEMP: Analyze

Renewables
The potential for solar 
photovoltaic and solar 
thermal energy was 
assessed at a high 
level.

District Energy
District energy systems 
for heating, cooling, 
and electric power was  
analyzed using 
computer modeling. 

Efficiency
Building scale energy 
conservation measures 
were identified to 
demonstrate immediate 
energy efficiency potential. 



IEMP: Recommend
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Recommendation & Next Steps

Efficiency
• Implement cost-effective energy conservation measures

Renewables
• Consider renewable energy sources, including solar photovoltaics, as 

costs continue to decrease and the regulatory landscape evolves

District Energy
• Commission follow-up study of promising district energy scenarios in 

coordination with the phasing of new development
• Engage private building owners in discussions about district energy 

partnerships



Courthouse Square – Next Steps
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March
18 – Working Group #16
26 – Urban Forestry

April
2   – Transportation Commission
9   – Housing Commission
15 – HALRB
21 – Parks and Recreation Commission
22 – Arts Commission
27 – E2C2

May
5   – Working Group #17
19 – Civic Associations
TBD – LRPC #4

June – September
TBD – Community Open House
TBD – Request to Advertise, Transportation 

Commission, Planning Commission, 
County Board
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Question + Answer


